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CS4620/5620: Lecture 11

Viewing
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Announcements!
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• Office hours moved this week to Wed morning at 11am

• Axis angle rotation
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Derivation of General Rotation Matrix
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Axis-angle ONB
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Axis-angle rotation
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Viewing, backward and forward

• So far have used the backward approach to viewing
– start from pixel
– ask what part of scene projects to pixel
– explicitly construct the ray corresponding to the pixel

• Next will look at the forward approach
– start from a point in 3D
– compute its projection into the image

• Central tool is matrix transformations
– combines seamlessly with coordinate transformations used to 

position camera and model
– ultimate goal: single matrix operation to map any 3D point to 

its correct screen location.
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Forward viewing

• Would like to just invert the ray generation process
• But ray generation produces rays, not points in scene
• Inverting the ray tracing process requires division for the 

perspective case
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Mathematics of projection

• Always work in eye coords
– assume eye point at 0 and plane perpendicular to z

• Orthographic case
– a simple projection: just toss out z

• Perspective case: scale diminishes with z
– increases with d
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Pipeline of transformations

• Standard sequence of transforms
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7.1. Viewing Transformations 147
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Figure 7.2. The sequence of spaces and transformations that gets objects from their

original coordinates into screen space.

space) to camera coordinates or places them in camera space. The projection

transformation moves points from camera space to the canonical view volume.

Finally, the viewport transformation maps the canonical view volume to screen Other names: camera

space is also “eye space”

and the camera

transformation is

sometimes the “viewing

transformation;” the

canonical view volume is

also “clip space” or

“normalized device

coordinates;” screen space

is also “pixel coordinates.”

space.

Each of these transformations is individually quite simple. We’ll discuss them

in detail for the orthographic case beginning with the viewport transformation,

then cover the changes required to support perspective projection.

7.1.1 The Viewport Transformation

We begin with a problemwhose solution will be reused for any viewing condition.

We assume that the geometry we want to view is in the canonical view volume The word “canonical” crops

up again—it means

something arbitrarily

chosen for convenience.

For instance, the unit circle

could be called the

“canonical circle.”

and we wish to view it with an orthographic camera looking in the !z direction.
The canonical view volume is the cube containing all 3D points whose Cartesian

coordinates are between !1 and +1—that is, (x, y, z) " [!1, 1]3 (Figure 7.3).
We project x = !1 to the left side of the screen, x = +1 to the right side of the
screen, y = !1 to the bottom of the screen, and y = +1 to the top of the screen.

Recall the conventions for pixel coordinates fromChapter 3: each pixel “owns”

a unit square centered at integer coordinates; the image boundaries have a half-

unit overshoot from the pixel centers; and the smallest pixel center coordinates
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Orthographic transformation chain

• Start with coordinates in object’s local coordinates
• Transform into world coords (modeling transform, Mm)

• Transform into eye coords (camera xf., Mcam)

• Orthographic projection, Morth

• Viewport transform, Mvp
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ps = MvpMorthMcamMmpo
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Parallel projection: orthographic

to implement orthographic, just toss out z:
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Parallel projection: oblique

to implement oblique, shear then toss out z:
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View volume: orthographic
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Viewing a cube of size 2 

• Start by looking at a restricted case: the canonical view 
volume

• It is the cube [0,1]3, viewed from the z direction
• Matrix to project it into a square image in [0,1]2 is trivial:
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1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
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Revisiting ray tracing: Pixel-to-image 
mapping

• Pixel center was at (0.5, 0.5) offset from bottom left
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4.4. Orthographic views 73
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Figure 4.8. Ray generation using the camera frame. Left: in an orthographic view, the rays

start at the pixels’ locations on the image plane, and all share the same direction, which is

equal to the view direction. Right: in a perspective view, the rays start at the viewpoint, and

each ray’s direction is defined by the line through the viewpoint, e, and the pixel’s location on

the image plane.

of the image, as measured from e along the v direction. Usually l < 0 < r and
b < 0 < t. (See Figure 4.8.) Many systems assume

l = !r and b = !t so
that a width and height

suffice.

In Section 3.2 we discussed pixel coordinates in an image. To fit an image

with nx " ny pixels into a rectangle of size (r ! l) " (t ! b), the pixels are
spaced a distance (r ! l)/nx apart horizontally and (t ! b)/ny apart vertically,

with a half-pixel space around the edge to center the pixel grid within the image

rectangle. This means that the pixel at position (i, j) in the raster image has the
position

u = l + (r ! l)(i + 0.5)/nx

v = b + (t ! b)(j + 0.5)/ny

(4.1)

where (u, v) are the coordinates of the pixel’s position on the image plane, mea-
sured with respect to the origin e and the basis {u,v}. With l and r both

specified, there is

redundancy: moving the

viewpoint a bit to the right

and correspondingly

decreasing l and r will not

change the view (and

similarly on the v axis).

In an orthographic view we can simply use the pixel’s image-plane posi-

tion as the ray’s starting point, and we already know the ray’s direction is the

view direction. The procedure for generating orthographic viewing rays is then:

compute u and v using (4.1)
ray.direction# !w

ray.origin# e + uu + v v

It’s very simple to make an oblique parallel view: just allow the image plane

normal, w, to be specified separately from the view direction; the procedure is

otherwise exactly the same.

u
=

l

u
=

r

v = b

v = t
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Revisiting ray tracing: Pixel-to-image 
mapping

• Instead make coordinates go through integers
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58 3. Raster Images

Figure 3.10. Coordinates of a four pixel by three pixel screen. Note that in some APIs the
y-axis will point downwards.

Again, these coordinates are simply conventions, but they will be important

to remember later when implementing cameras and viewing transformations.

3.2.1 Pixel Values

So far we have described the values of pixels in terms of real numbers, represent-

ing intensity (possibly separately for red, green, and blue) at a point in the image.

This suggests that images should be arrays of floating-point numbers, with either

one (for grayscale, or black and white, images) or three (for RGB color images)

32-bit floating point numbers stored per pixel. This format is sometimes used,

when its precision and range of values are needed, but images have a lot of pix-

els and memory and bandwidth for storing and transmitting images are invariably

scarce. Just one ten-megapixel photograph would consume about 115 MB of

RAM in this format.Why 115 MB and not 120
MB?

Less range is required for images that are meant to be displayed directly.

While the range of possible light intensities is unbounded in principle, any given

device has a decidedly finite maximum intensity, so in many contexts it is per-

fectly sufficient for pixels to have a bounded range, usually taken to be [0, 1] for
simplicity. For instance, the possible values in an 8-bit image are 0, 1/255, 2/255, . . . , 254/255, 1.The denominator of 255,

rather than 256, is
awkward, but being able to
represent 0 and 1 exactly is
important.

Images stored with floating point numbers, allowing a wide range of values, are

often called high dynamic range (HDR) images to distinguish them from fixed-

range, or low dynamic range (LDR) images that are stored with integers. See
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start at the pixels’ locations on the image plane, and all share the same direction, which is

equal to the view direction. Right: in a perspective view, the rays start at the viewpoint, and

each ray’s direction is defined by the line through the viewpoint, e, and the pixel’s location on

the image plane.

of the image, as measured from e along the v direction. Usually l < 0 < r and
b < 0 < t. (See Figure 4.8.) Many systems assume

l = !r and b = !t so
that a width and height

suffice.

In Section 3.2 we discussed pixel coordinates in an image. To fit an image

with nx " ny pixels into a rectangle of size (r ! l) " (t ! b), the pixels are
spaced a distance (r ! l)/nx apart horizontally and (t ! b)/ny apart vertically,

with a half-pixel space around the edge to center the pixel grid within the image

rectangle. This means that the pixel at position (i, j) in the raster image has the
position

u = l + (r ! l)(i + 0.5)/nx

v = b + (t ! b)(j + 0.5)/ny

(4.1)

where (u, v) are the coordinates of the pixel’s position on the image plane, mea-
sured with respect to the origin e and the basis {u,v}. With l and r both

specified, there is

redundancy: moving the

viewpoint a bit to the right

and correspondingly

decreasing l and r will not

change the view (and

similarly on the v axis).

In an orthographic view we can simply use the pixel’s image-plane posi-

tion as the ray’s starting point, and we already know the ray’s direction is the

view direction. The procedure for generating orthographic viewing rays is then:

compute u and v using (4.1)
ray.direction# !w

ray.origin# e + uu + v v

It’s very simple to make an oblique parallel view: just allow the image plane

normal, w, to be specified separately from the view direction; the procedure is

otherwise exactly the same.

u
=

l

u
=

r

v = b

v = t
j

i

i =
 –

.5

i =
 3

.5

j = 2.5

j = –.5
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Viewing a cube of size 2

• To draw in image, need coordinates in pixel units, though
• Exactly the opposite of mapping (i,j) to (u,v) in ray 

generation
• Pixel centers at integer values now
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58 3. Raster Images

Figure 3.10. Coordinates of a four pixel by three pixel screen. Note that in some APIs the
y-axis will point downwards.

Again, these coordinates are simply conventions, but they will be important

to remember later when implementing cameras and viewing transformations.

3.2.1 Pixel Values

So far we have described the values of pixels in terms of real numbers, represent-

ing intensity (possibly separately for red, green, and blue) at a point in the image.

This suggests that images should be arrays of floating-point numbers, with either

one (for grayscale, or black and white, images) or three (for RGB color images)

32-bit floating point numbers stored per pixel. This format is sometimes used,

when its precision and range of values are needed, but images have a lot of pix-

els and memory and bandwidth for storing and transmitting images are invariably

scarce. Just one ten-megapixel photograph would consume about 115 MB of

RAM in this format.Why 115 MB and not 120
MB?

Less range is required for images that are meant to be displayed directly.

While the range of possible light intensities is unbounded in principle, any given

device has a decidedly finite maximum intensity, so in many contexts it is per-

fectly sufficient for pixels to have a bounded range, usually taken to be [0, 1] for
simplicity. For instance, the possible values in an 8-bit image are 0, 1/255, 2/255, . . . , 254/255, 1.The denominator of 255,

rather than 256, is
awkward, but being able to
represent 0 and 1 exactly is
important.

Images stored with floating point numbers, allowing a wide range of values, are

often called high dynamic range (HDR) images to distinguish them from fixed-

range, or low dynamic range (LDR) images that are stored with integers. See
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